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? Situation

To meet its lightweighting objectives initially, 

an automotive OEM selected a 13.34 pound 

(6.05 kg) aluminum forging for its front 

steering knuckle over a 23.81 pound (10.80 kg) 

ductile iron concept. Although the decision for 

an aluminum component achieved the weight 

reduction goal, it resulted in a considerable 

cost increase when compared to ductile iron.

After the initial launch of the aluminum 

component, the OEM asked Hitachi Metals 

to explore a lightweight ductile iron knuckle 

to replace the aluminum component. To be 

successful, the ductile iron solution needed  

(or must) weigh 17.6 pounds (7.98 kg).
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Knuckle Design Evolution 

Lightweighting achieved 
through Design Optimization 
and High-Strength Ductile Iron

Case Study: Automotive OEM

Rising fuel efficiency and emissions standards are driving an increased demand for lightweight 

automotive components. While aluminum materials are commonly specified, Waupaca Foundry in 

collaboration with Hitachi Metals America have the capabilities through design optimization and 

high-strength ductile iron to meet weight reduction goals while generating significant cost savings 

and a stronger component.
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Looking for casting quality improvement, engineering support, or cost reduction?

Waupaca Foundry is eager to join your team in the problem-solving process.

Connect with us at marketing@waupacafoundry.com 

The new design not only fit into the components 

existing space, but it also met all of the customer’s 

requirements including stiffness, strength and 

durability. The weight of the optimized knuckle 

design was 16.25 pounds (7.37 kg), under the 

targeted goal of 17.6 pounds (7.98 kg). The weight 

difference between the optimized ductile iron 

knuckle and the aluminum forging was reduced to 

only 2.91 pounds (1.32 kg). In addition, the OEM 

realized a 40% cost savings and received a 20% 

stronger component.

       Win-Win

       Solution

Hitachi Metals design engineers developed 

a solution to meet the key requirements by 

redesigning and optimizing the shape of the 

knuckle using a high-strength ductile iron material. 

Testing verified the parts strength, durability  

and stiffness. Continued optimization of the 

casting achieved the lightweight target of  

17.6 pounds (7.98 kg).

The front steering knuckle connects various 

suspension and brake components to the  

wheel-end assembly. Key requirements for  

fit and function included:

•  Provide secure mounting to 10 different 

suspension and brake parts.

•  Avoid interference with other adjacent 

components.

•  Strengthen to handle a variety of extreme 

driving events.

•  Ensure reliability for a minimum of 10 years 

under severe driving conditions.

•  Prevent brake noise and deliver desired 

handling and ride.

•  Provide clearance to surrounding parts in  

all possible driving situations.

n  Ductile iron knuckle is 20% stronger and has 

25% higher stiffness vs. aluminum solution.

n  Achieved 30% weight reduction over the 

original ductile iron design.

n  Narrowed weight difference between the 

ductile iron vs. aluminum solution to 2.91 

pounds (1.32 kg).

n  Realized a 40% cost savings per casting.

Final Casting


